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INTRODUCTION

Background

Planning is a part of Punjab’s local government system with the planning
responsibilities of TMAs, set out in PLGO. Under the devolved system, the newly
created office of TO(P) has the following functions ; (i) develop plans; (ii) develop and
apply building controls; (iii) manage CCBs; (iv) implement commercialization rules; (v)
operate Punjab Housing Development Schemes; (vi) develop site development
schemes. In addition, The PLGO identifies the preparation of spatial plans (Article 54
a), development plans (Article 54 c) and budget plans, long term and annual municipal
development programs (Article 54 j) as key functions of the TMAs. Unfortunately, in
majority of TMAs TO (P) office has not been able to perform as envisioned in the
PLGO. Some of the reasons are inadequate staff and lack of up-to-date maps,
equipment, management/ regulation/ and enforcement mechanisms. As a result,
development works are taking place in a piecemeal manner and lack integrated and
coordinated approach.

2

Punjab Municipal Service Improvement Project (PIMSIP)

Under these circumstances the Government of Punjab launched Punjab Municipal
Service Improvement Project (PIMSIP) through Punjab Municipal Development Fund
Company (PMDFC) .The project aims at the institutional development of TMAs through
improving systems directly related to their functions and through investments in service
delivery.

1

Key Features of PMSIP

The project has two distinct components; Municipal Infrastructure Development and
Institutional Development (ID):
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Municipal Infrastructure development: The project funds the infrastructure schemes
after the identification of most pressing development issues of the respective town.
Institutional Development: To improve the service delivery , a number of
interventions are suggested in the projects like providing maps prepared with GIS,
Performance Management System, Financial Management System, Action Planning
and various trainings to TMA staff.

3

PMSIP Planning

Under PMSIP planning rapid appraisal of municipal services is undertaken to identify
service delivery gaps, analyzed needs and guide the means to overcome such gaps. In
addition, stakeholder consultation provides the much needed guidance to the planning
exercise.
Outcome of this exercise is a municipal service data base, improved mapping and a
list of development projects that may be funded by PMSIP.

1.3.1 Limitations of PMSIP Planning
As every project addresses specific issues, PMSIP has been launched with some
limitations as follows:
· The PMSIP development grants fund for municipal services only.
· PMSIP planning exercise is undertaken at CO Units starting from CO Unit HQ,
i.e urban area.
· The prioritized list that is developed is restricted to the UCs falling in CO Units.
Nonetheless it is assumed that experience gained in the urban areas would be
replicated in the entire TMA.

1.4

The Planning Process

The Planning process adopted incorporates an overall Strategy for high lighting the
development options and the community’s agreed outputs. These out put form the basis
of spatial plan. It is a more inclusive approach aiming to ensure best use of land by
weighing up competing demands.
The plan devised is an ongoing process for the sustainable development. To achieve
such development a Spatial plan has been developed. It addresses municipal
development issues and infrastructure needs in a systematic way. The plan therefore
emphasizes on engagement with the stakeholders and other organizations, the
management and ongoing funding programs. This led to identify the community’s
preferences for development process.
After the identification of the preferred options, a detailed Action plan for each priority
sector was developed. Action plans complement the strategy and Spatial plan by
setting out short to medium term actions to achieve the desired objectives. The
Planning process thus culminates in producing a concise development plan for the
town.
Following steps were adopted for the planning process:
Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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1.4.1. Secondary Data Collection
First, the sources were identified for the previous attempts that were made in Renala
Khurd for planning. It includes , DCR, on line data and PHED services maps.
The study of such documents helped to gather background information about the town,
infrastructure coverage and growth. It helped to have an understanding about the
development patterns evolved over a period of years.
The maps from Public health reflected the water supply and sewerage laid out
previously. It was also gathered that the whether the projects have completed their
designed life. These plans were again used at the analysis stage and compared with
the existing data collected later on.

1.4.2. Mapping
The first requirement before going to the field was to prepare a base map for the town.
For this purpose, the mapping exercise was started in parallel to the secondary data
collection. The image was procured for the TMA. It was then processed and a
vectorized layer was made. The land marks were put on the base map using the
secondary sources i.e maps obtained from PHED. The land marks included the
important roads, water features, big buildings, factories, graveyards etc.

1.4.3 Orientation Workshop
A one day, “Orientation workshop on Punjab Municipal Service Improvement Project”
was organized on 14th June 2008 for Tehsil Nazims, TMOs ,TOs (I&S) and TOs (P&C)
of year 2 partner Tehsil Municipal Administrations. The workshop aimed at briefing the
partner TMAs about PMDFC, PMSIP, Action Planning, Institutional development
initiatives of PMSIP, Operation and maintenance of urban services and various other
issues related to the project.
A presentation was given on infrastructure sub-projects, and the Institutional
Development approach of Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP).
The Planning Consultant gave a detailed account of Action Planning in PMSIP. To
develop some familiarity before the start of the data collection exercise with TMA staff,
data collection forms were handed over to TO (I&S).
The workshop achieved the following outcomes:
1. Give the audience a foretaste of PMDFC and PMSIP.
2. Give the top leadership of TMAs an opportunity to develop their mind about the
whole planning process.
3. Data collection forms were handed over to TOs for familiarization of the same.
d. Data Filling Forms Workshop at PMDFC:
Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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A few days of handing over the data collection forms to the TMA officials, another
workshop was scheduled at PMDFC. This time second line officials were called upon.
This meeting led to develop a common understanding between PMDFC and TMA staff
about the data collection forms. ATOs and Sub engineers attended the workshop.
The TMAs were called in groups of 3-4 each day so that a close liaison could be
developed for knowledge sharing.
A rigorous brain storming session was conducted in which many apprehensions about
the forms were removed. The data collection forms were reviewed and planning team
made clarifications to TMA officials about these forms. At this stage the data collection
forms were finalized.

1.4.4 Field Data Collection
Preliminary meetings
Once the data collection forms were finalized the planning team was to initiate the data
collection process in the field. First, a meeting was held with the TMA leader ship
(Nazim) to discuss the field data collection work plan. At this stage a planning steering
committee comprising of TOs, and a working group constituting ATOs and other lower
order officials was notified. The duties were assigned and a briefing was given to these
officials about their role in data collection.
The planning team discussed the general development issues of the town with the
Nazim and notes were recorded.
Management Analysis
The planning team did management analysis for the TMA. The data was gathered
about the office building, working space, no of rooms, availability and condition of
furniture, transportation facility, no of computers etc.
It was also observed whether the TMA officials were stationed or were traveling all the
way on daily basis to the TMA office. If it were so the causes of availability or non
availability of official residence to them was recorded.
The TMO office that dealt with the complaint tracking system was also analyzed. The
system of receiving the complaints, the way these were addressed was thoroughly
seen.
All of the issues related to this system were discussed with the TMO.
Infrastructure Data Collection
For infrastructure data collection, the planning team worked very closely with the
working group. First the existing service maps available with the TMA were used as a
starting point. To update the map the secondary source like information from Public
health maps was added. This information was verified by the working group to prepare
an updated map for the services.
Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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This missing or additional information was provided by second line officials. For
instance, for water supply, plumbers and sub engineers provided first hand information
about the system. Where necessary, field visits were made to validate the information.
Urban Planning
A Landuse survey was conducted to update the TMA map. The residential areas,
commercial, institutional and open spaces and industrial areas were marked on the
base map. The team comprised for the survey was TO (P), urban planner from PMDFC
and draftsman from TMA.
The Planning office guided about the growth directions of the town and a rudimentary
survey was made in this regard. It was observed where the new residences were built
and institutions were being developed. These factors determine the future expansion of
the town.
In addition to it, the land ownership and land values information was recorded.

1.4.5 Data Analysis
Once the planning team collected the data, all of the forms were arranged in the office.
The data was cleaned and integrated. The PMDFC officials contacted the TMA office
again if any gaps were found in the collected data. Such additional information was
gathered for each sector.
Based on the information collected in the field, descriptive maps for all the municipal
sectors like water supply, sewerage, solid waste and land use were developed. The
analysis report was produced by the planning team by using these maps. This report
was again sent to the engineers for futher updation and review and hence a final draft
was made.

1.4.6 The Visioning Workshop
The planning process stems from the Nazim and other other stakeholderss vision of the
town which is further translated into the tangible and concrete targets. The salient
feature of this step is the visioning and prioritization workshop. Participants of the
workshop were the Nazim and Naib Nazim, senior TMA officials, including the TMO, all
the TOs and staff members , councilors, local representatives of provincial
departments, representatives of NGOs operating in the town, representatives of civic
groups such as the trade bodies. A comprehensive presentation was given to all of the
stakeholders about the fabric of the municipal infrastructure in the town. They all shared
their views about the future development options and investment decisions of their town.
Once the vision was agreed upon and the objectives were established, a rigorous
session was organized for the selection of the priority sectors.
At the end of the workshop the statement of agreed vision, objectives and priorities was
summarized in written draft and circulated among all the stake holders.
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1.4.7 Meeting for the Assessment of Options
After the vision and overall objectives were agreed upon and priorities identified the
next step in the planning process was to achieve them efficiently and effectively. At this
stage the TMA staff and PMDFC synergized their efforts to suggest the viable options
for the achievement of the objectives. In this regard, additional field visits were done by
PMDFC engineers in the town.
Hence, the outline spatial plan was produced. This plan takes account of options for
future physical growth of the town in the light of strategic requirements and existing
trends.
After the identification of the preferred options outline proposals for priority sectors
were developed. These proposals were appended to the strategy and Action plan.
The final draft of the plan, after wide acceptance of all stakeholders was prepared. In
the final draft plan detailed financial issues were discussed in addition to vision, Spatial
and Action plan.
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CHAPTER 2

TMA PROFILE

2.1

District Profile

1

History

The district takes its name from the head quarter town of Gujrat. This town grew up
around a fort established by the emperor Akber in AD 1580. with the help of Gujjar
inhabitants of the neighboring areas . Its shape is roughly that of a parallelogram. It
forms the northern most portion of the Chaj Doaba lying between the Jhelum and
Chenab rivers.

2

Location

It lies between north latitudes 32-19 to 33-03 and east longitudes 73-31 to 74-28. it is
bounded on north-east by districts Mirpur and Bhimber of Azad Jammu and Kashmir,
on the north-west by the river Jhelum, which separates it from Jhelum district, on the
south-east by the river Chenab, seperting it from the districts of Gujranwala and Sialkot,
on the east by river ravi, which separates it from the Sialkot districts and on the
south-west by Mandi Bahauddin district.
.

3

Area/Demography

Total area of district, according to Survey of Pakistan, is 3,192 square kilometers with a
population of 2,048,008 as per 1998 census. It comprises three tehsils, Gujrat, Kharian
and Sarai alamgir

Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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3,192
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641.6
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6.6

1,408,585
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6.4

543,425

2.14
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84,109

91,179

92.2

304.8

21.2

6.3

119,766

2.26

Te hs i
Alam gir

Sarai

2.2

PROFILE OF SARAI ALAMGIR

1

History

Sarai Alamgir was actually originated from ‘Sarai” built in the era of Aurengzeb Alamgir,
a resting place for the royal family to proceed towards the north. In the southern side the
residential colonies were started establishing and first mohalla namely, ‘Shahi Mohalla”
came into being as the first residential development. The location of the same on GT
road was the next attraction for the new residential settlers. In 1866, the town was
linked with the railwayline which further expanded the town.

2

Location

Sarai Alamgir is located on the main National Highway (Lahore-Islamabad Grand
Trunk Road). It is bounded by River Jhelum and Jhelum Town in the north-west and by
Jammu and Kashmir in the north-east. Tehsil Kharian is located in the south side of
Sarai alamgir.

3

Area/ Demography

Sarai alamgir spreads over an area of 575 sq km with a population of 175,288 as per
1998 census. The urban population was 37,166 persons as per 1998 Census with a
growth rate of 2.69 percent per annum. The population for year 2008 was 47,195
persons, which is expected to grow up to 151, 655 persons up to year 2028. Population
of Sarai alamgir has been projected over the next 20 years using the following formula:
Pn = Po (1+r/100) n-1
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Where Pn = Population of the desired year, Po = Population of the base year, r =
Population Growth Rate, n = Number of years.
Table 1: Population Forecasts for Vehari Town
2008
47,195

Projected Population for the Year:
2013
2018
2023
53,894
61, 543
70, 278

2028
80, 253

Table 2.2: Incremental Population (2008-2028)
Incremental Population
1998-2008
2008-2013
2013-2018
2018-2023

Population
1998
37, 166

10,029

6,699

7,649

2023-2028

8,735

9,975

The detail of CO Unit is as:
Population 1998
CO Unit

Sari
alamgir

Both sexes

Male

Female

37, 166

18, 362

18, 804

CHAPTER 3:
3.1

Populatio
n 1981

1981-98 Avg.
annual
growth rate
(%)

Avg. HH
size

23, 664

2.69

6.7

URBAN PLANNING

Land use Characteristics

Sarai Alamgir is bounded in the west by River Jhelum and by Upper Jhelum Canal in
the east direction. It is situated on the main GT road that passes through the town in
east west direction. Main railway line also runs parallel to it. Sarai Alamgir is a small
town where predominant use of land is taken over by Pakistan Army. A very renouned
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institution named ‘Military College Jhelum’ is situated on a vast land on the junction of
upper Jhelum and GT road. On the opposite side of the college is the area under army.
Having a look at the land use map it is evident that there are a number of vacant plots in
the town.
The GT road N5 touches Fawara chowk and runstowards south west and crossed the
river Jhelum. It goes in north west direction towards old briged over the Jhelum river.
Another road goes in North east direction i.e Girls High School road. A number of
institutions exist at this road. Apart from institutions, the predominant use of land is the
commercial activity.
There are graveyards in different parts of the city. One big graveyard is in the centre of
the town and others are in the north of the town.
A large tract of the land is under cultivation in north and east direction. Being adjacent to
the river, the land is extremely fertile and its best use is to put it under agricultural use.

3.2

Growth Direction

Since the town is bounded by river and a canal in the two of the directions, therefore the
eastern side is under expansion of the town. A number of people belong to this city are
abroad and they send remittances back home. Due to good income level, new houses
are being constructed. This construction is taking place along Girls High School road.
Some new institutions are also being established like “educators”, and private clinics
are being established.

3.4 Mapping
TMA has digital map of the town developed by a private company. This map was prepared
using theodolite survey and captures details such as landmarks. Property lines, electrical
poles, water supply network etc. TOP office displays print out of these maps. During
discussions with TO (I&S) staff it was concluded that additional water supply lines and
municipal services were added in the town that were not shown on the map. Therefore,
updation of those maps was needed.

3.3

Urban Planning Staff

The most important function of the planning office is the development control and
sanctioning of the building plans. The above table shows the comparison of available
posts and vacant posts in TO P office. It clearly depicts that out of 9 available posts only
3 are filled. The post of TOP is filled as but the important supporting staff is missing.
The TOP is a female and a qualified urban planner.
The post of tracer is filled. Other staff like clerk/dispatcher comes from regulation
department. In order to fulfill the duties of a building inspector a diploma holder in civil
13
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engineering is recruited. He is being paid on daily wages. He goes in the town daily to
observe development and building control. In case of non submission of a building plan,
a notice is issued with in 1 week. If there is no response to it another notice is issued. If
there is still no answer then the case is handed over to the regulation branch to take
necessary legal action against the builder.

S/No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Detail of Posts in Planning Office
Post
Available Posts
TO(P)
1
Sub-Engineer
1
Building Inspector
Draftsman
1
Senior clerk
1
Junior
clerk/billing
1
Clerk
Driver
1
Naib Qasid
1
Tracer
1

Status
1
1
1

Source: Field survey
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CHAPTER 4: STATUS OF MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1 ROAD NETWORK
District Roads
S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Name of Road

Controlling Department

Lahore - Islamabad Road
Sarai
Alamgir
–
Mandi
Bahauddin Road

National Highway Authority
Provincial Highway
Department
Provincial Highway
Department
Distt. Govt.

Sarai Alamgir - Mirpur Road
Sarai Alamgir - Khohar Road.
Sarai Alamgir - Basa.Dandi
Road.

Distt. Govt.

Sarai Alamgir is located on the main National Highway (Lahore-Islamabad Grand Trunk
Road). It is located on the South-East bank of River Jhelum and the Jhelum Town. It is
connected with main town Lala Musa, Mandi Bahauddin, Mirpur by provincial highways.
Some national and provincial highways passes through the town, these include
Saraialamgir-mirpur road, Lahore-Multan road etc. details are given in the table.
The TMA Sarai Alamgir owns and maintains mainly major roads and bazars connecting
different parts of the town. Most of these roads have commercial character and are
frequently subjected to heavy traffic.
Detail of TMA roads and main chowks is attached at Annex -A.

4.1.1 National Highway Authority (N-5)
It is a main artery of the town, and it enters the town at the Upper Jhelum Canal and runs
parallel to the railway line and as such dividing the town in north and south zones.
National Highway has rehabilitated the road and has built service roads on its both
sides. This has improved the traffic congestion at this road. Still, there are commercial
activities and bazaars on its service roads. This main road very well serves the
commuting needs of residents.

2

Provincial Highways

There are two provincial highways of the town; Mandi Bahauddin and Mirpur
roads.Mandi Bahauddin goes south from the town at Under Pass to Mandi Bahauddin
town whereas, Mirpur Road goes north from the same junction to Mirpur Town. These
two highways don’t disturb town traffic.

4.1.3 Level Crossings
Town is divided into two parts by the main track of Pakistan Railway. There are three
Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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ailway crossings in the town: Mirpur Bazar Crossing, Chapper Road Crossing and
Under Pass Crossing. Mirpur Bazar Crossing is the main level crossings and bears
maximum traffic load as it is located in the centre of the town
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4.1.4 Under- Pass
National Highway Authority constructed a By
Pass at the junction of main GT Road, Mandi
Bahuddin Road and Mirpur Road at Lower
Jhelum Canal bridge. This has eased lot of
traffic pressure at this point.

4.1.5 Roads in Bad Condition:
Main Roads that are in bad condition are
Chapper Road, Old GT Road, Girls High School Road, Aurangabad Road, Maher
Road, Thon Road which have been neither repaired nor maintained for long. And the
commercial importance of these roads demands urgent response. Pot holes and
surface damage are the main causes of its deteriorating condition

6

Traffic Congestion

Traffic congestion was observed in major commercial areas such as Mirpur Bazar,
Girls High School Road, Orangabad Road, Chapper Road, Mahe Road etc. Right of
way on these roads has been decreased due to encroachment problems, haphazard
parking and street hawkers.

7

Parking

There are no proper off-street parking lots in the town. This forces vehicle owners to
park on the roads, streets and bazaars. As a result, disorganized and chaotic pattern of
parking occurs and reduces road capacity.

4.1.8 Conclusions
·

Town is well connected by a network of provincial highways.

·

Major roads owned by TMA are in bad condition.

·

Roads such as Orangabad Road, Girls High School Road Road, Chappar
Road, Mirpur Bazar, Mahar Road are suffering from temporary
encroachments.

·

The major bazaars/commercial areas
encroachments.

·
·

are

suffering

from temporary

Available ROW varies from 12ft to 60ft.
Most main roads have road drainage and street lights but some of the drains
are badly damaged.

Punjab Municipal Services Improvement Project (PMSIP)
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4.1.9 Needs
Following are major roads that need rehabilitation.
·

Girls High School Road

Girls High School Road starts from Khanda Chowk and
ends at Nooralamabad . It is aligned in the eastern
direction. It passes through the residential areas of Ganj
Bakhsh. Institutional areas like schools and college are
located on this road. After passing through Islam Pura it
culminates at Noor alam abad. It is a commercial
road.Its with ROW 30 and surface width 16’. It has
surface damage at several locations.
·

Thon and Mahe Roads

Thon road has ROW of 20’ and surface width of 10’. It
passes through military college, Rasib Colony and Dera
Sabri. It needs major surface repair.
Mahe Road passes through high density residential
area of Mohallah Shaheedan and culminates at
Mohallah Ghos-e-Azam near Mahe kas, It provides
access to Military college. It has commercial activity
along its sides. It has potholes in the surface and needs
major repair
·

Old GT Road

This road runs parallel to railway line. Main Chapper
Phatak also lies on this road. Katchi abadi is on its west
side. Some commercial shops are located at the
beginning of the road.It has ROW of 60’ and surface
width of 24’.
·

Other Roads

In addition to above Chapper Road, Orangabad Road, Sports Complex Road also
need rehabilitation.

4.2 STREET LIGHTS
All the main roads in the town are fully served by street light system. Most of the areas
have tube lights. TMA is managing the street lightigs with little capacity. There is only
20
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one light inspector, one line man and five helpers. The staff is working without requisite
tools and equipment. Details of street lights at different roads with number of
transformers are given at Annex-B
Operation & Maintenance
Actual 2005-06

Actual 2006-07

Actual 2007-8

200,000

200,000

400,000

Budget Estimates
2008-09
200,000

Manpower for Street Lights
Sr.No.
1
2
3
4

Designation
Light Inspector
Line Man
Electrician
Helper
Total

Sanctioned
Total
1
1
2
1
5

Filled
Total
1
1
1
3

4.3 WATER SUPPLY
4.3.1 Water Service Area
Approximately 70 % of the town is served with water supply system whereas rest of the
area is without it and people have their own sources of water mostly hand pumps /
power pumps. Unserved areas include Rajar Kalan and Mohallah Shahidan, Moh
Rasib, Moh Abu Bakr and Moh Orangabad Some areas are partly served with this
facility.

4.3.2 Water Source
Topography of Sarai Alamgir is not flat. It is located on the East bank of River Jhelum.
Lower Jhelum Canal also runs at the East of the town. Deep tube wells located in the
town are the source of water supply.

4.3.3 Consumer Connections
The total number of consumer connections is 1600. Installation of house service
connections is usually performed by plumbers of TMA. Present domestic tariff is Rs 75
per month and commercial is Rs 125. The rates were revised in year 2006.
Connections are not metered . Additional connections are needed in areas Moh Eid
Gah, Moh Faizan-e-Madina and Mohallah Shahi.

4.3.4 Water Distribution Network
Main pipes are of 8”, 6”, 4” diameter and distribution is 3” dimeter in the water supply
zones. Tube Well TW-01 is not working up to its capacity. Old pipes are in areas of
Moh Chapran and Moh Faizan-e-Madina. Additional connections are needed in Moh
Faizan-e-Madina.
21
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Tube Wells
To feed the present water supply system, there are 5 tube wells installed at various
locations shown in the table below. Presently, four tube wells are operational while one
newly installed would be operational soon.
Details of tube wells and present production capacity are summarized in the
Annex-C.
·

Water Storage

There is only one Over Head Reservoir. Presently, OHR is in working condition but TMA
is not using this storage tank for water balancing and supply regulation. Details are
given below
Sr.
No.

Location
/ Water
Works

OHR01

Near Civil
Hospital

Type

Capacity

Year of
construction

Source of
filling
(Tube
Well,
T.P/Spring)

Frequency
of
Cleaning

Total
No of
supply
hours /
day

Condition
(Leakages
etc)

20,000

1977

Tube Well

3 Months

8.0

Good

RCC/
Brick
Masonry
RCC
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4.3.5 Water Demand
As per 1998 census population of the town is 37, 166 persons and projected population
for the year 1998 is 47, 195 persons. The average daily water demand is 1,938,600
gallons calculated based on the PHED standard of per capita per day demand (50
gallons/capita/day). Total water production per day is 630, 000. So the total water
deficiency is 2,277,990 gallons per day. Following table presents the detailed
calculations of water demand.
Water Demand of 2008
Description

Quantity

Unit

Population as 1998 Census

37,166

Persons

47,195

Persons

40

GPCD

Average Daily Demand

1,938,600

Gallons

Maximum Daily Demand

2,907,900

Gallons

Present water production

630,000

Gallons

Presently Deficiency

2,277,900

Gallons

If all existing tubewell connected and work for 16
hours then Possible Water Production

1,620,000

Gallons

If all existing tubewells
Deficiency

1,287,900

Gallons

Project Population in 2008 with a growth rate of
2.69 per annum
As per PHED Criteria Per Capita water
Consumption

work for 16 hours then

4.3.6 Operation & Maintenance
S .
No
1
2
3
4
5

Designation
Supervisor
Tube Well Operator
Wall Man
Plumber
Chowkidar

Establishment
Strength
1
4
2
2
3

Ex i sti ng
Strength
0
2
0
0
3

Staff position in Water Supply Section is not good as against twelve sanctioned
vacancies only five posts are filled. Position of supervisor is laying vacant, which is the
most important position of the department. Details of staff position is given is the table.
In addition, sub-engineer originally from PHED works is supervising the water supply
network under the supervision of TO (I&S).
Water rate collections as per TMA records are a follows:
Actual 2005-06

Actual 2006-07

Actual
2007-8

900,885

926,184

1,341,144
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Estimates
2008-09
1,100,000
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Water Supply Expenditure
Actual
2005-06
Nil

Actual
2006-07
200,000

Actual
2007-8
1,389,000

Budget Estimates
2008-09
1,500,000

4.3.7 On-Going Punjab Dissolved Social Services Poject
In 2007-08 PDSSP started a water supply scheme in Rajar Mohallah UC- 116 near
Sarai Alamgir – Mirpur Road. It included installation of a deep tube well (! Cusec)
capacity and distribution network in Rajar Mohallah. Estimate of this scheme is Rs 4.50
million. Distribution in most of the areas has been completed as well as the installation
of the tube well (TW-05) but it has not yet been connected. It is expected that it would be
operational soon. Also, distribution network in some areas included in the original
estimate were not covered, such as, main lines along railway track. It is expected that
these would be undertaken in the next stage of funding.

4.3.8 Needs
·

Additional sources of water are needed to increase water production to cater
present and future needs of the town. The areas that may be require additional
tube well are Moh Kotian and Moh Ghou-e-Azam in Thor Road.

·

Tube Well No. 1 need immediate repair or replacement to increase water
production.

·

Old pipes are in areas of Moh Chapran and Moh Faizan-e-Madina are to
be replaced

·

Additional water connections are needed in Moh Faizan-e-Madina as there are
pipe lines laid but connections are being laid.

·

Water metering may be introduced for rational consumption and billing of
water.

·

The procedure for installation of the service connection is very crude and is
resulting in not only unsanitary service connections but is also resulting waste of
precious water resource through excessive leakage. It should be done by a
professional staff or contractor.

4.4 SEWERAGE
4.4.1 Existing Drainage System
Topography of Sarai Alamgir town is not flat. The town is surrounded by water bodies
on all sides. River Jhelum is flowing at its West side. Upper Jhelum Canal is flowing at
its East side. Two storm/seepage water nallahs are flowing at North and South side of
the town as shown in drainage map. There is no sewerage system in the town. The
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whole town is covered by open drainage system. There are few larger drains that carry
waste water into seepage drains or other water bodies such as creeks.
There are three larger drains on the north side of the railway track. One drain originates
from Orangabad Chowk and passes Through the Mohalla Hafizabad, Mohalla
Islampura, Mohalla Naseemabad, Mohalla Haji Badrudin, khanda Chowk an runs
parallel to the railway track from Anwar-e-Muhammadi and ultimately discharge into the
seim Drainage in the North-West direction another drain originated form Orangabad
Chowk runs east and drains in the Northern side. Another large drain runs in
South-West direction and drain into another large drain railway track.
There are a number of drain in the southern side of track, one drain originated near
Mirpur stop runs south and ultimately discharge into southern seim drian. Another drain
Originated near TO(I&S) office and also discharge in the souther seim drain.

4.5 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
4.5.1 Existing Collection System
Solid waste management in Sarai Alamgir
comprises of primary collection from streets,
secondary collection and final disposal.
After sweeping the streets and roads the sanitary
workers carry the solid waste in wheel barrows
driven manually and collect at few disposal points.
Sanitary workers work in two shifts 5 am – 9 am
and 10 am – 2 pm. Solid waste generation in
Sarai Alamgir is 9.6 tons per day. Presently, Sarai
Alamgir has few collection points and they are not well defined and keep on changing
as per need of the sanitation staff.
·

Secondary Collection

There are 20 steel containers (skips) placed in several locations in the town as well as
14 open collection points shown in the SWM Map and Annex B. Sweepers carry the
waste into the secondary collection points in the town or use the waste to fill vacant plots
and depressions in the town.

4.5.2 Existing Land Fill/Dumping Sites
No proper landfill site is available in or out side of the town. Solid waste is dumped in
mainly along River Jhelum banks. This is creating in-sanitary environment and degration
of soil and water bodies.

4.5.3 Area Required for Landfill
River Jhelum is flowing in west side of the town and Lower Jhelum Canal. In addition the
town has seepage drain in north and south of the town. Therefore, site selection for
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landfill site should be away from the flooding zones or water bodies. It is recommended
that land may be procured 4-5 km south of the town. TMA requires 8.5 acres land for
landfills till 2028. For a 10 year span 3.5 acres would be sufficient. Cost of land as per
discussions with the TMA staff is very high around the town.
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4.5.4 Service Level
Daily

Third Day

Weekly

Rajar /Farooq Town
Shaheedabad
Purana Jhelum
Chapran
KOtian
Orangabad
Shamsabad

Raja Rasib Colony
Ghous-e-Azam
Eid Gah
Faizan-e-Madina
Chak Gania
Hafizabad
Noor Alamabad
Mahboobabad
Sheikhan
Abu Bakar Nai Abadi

Adeeb
Haji Badruddin
Gang Baksh

Although the existing secondary collection service delivery level good in the town but
due to shortage of equipment and manpower TMA Sarai Alamgir is not capable to
serve the entire area of the town. As such some areas have good service delivery level
whereas other having lesser attention gets poor service. Detail of service level in
various mohallas/colonies in the town is shown below:
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4.5.5 Labor and Equipment Maintenance
Number of sanitary workers is not sufficient for the town. At least 30 more sanitary
workers are needed to fulfill present needs of the town. Position of sanitary inspector is
also vacant.
Sr.No.
1
2
3
4

Sanctioned
Total
Sanitary Inspector
1
Driver Tractor
2
Sanitary Supervisor
6
Sanitary Worker*
68
* 42 sanitary workers are on work charge
Designation

Filled
Total
0
2
1
62

The equipment available with TMA Sarai Alamgir
Sr#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sub-Heads

Description
Wheel Barrows
Animal Carts
Tractor trolleys
Steel Containers
Container Carrier
Water Tanker
Actual
2005-06

Total
40
5
3
20
1
1

Actual
2006-07

Working
35
5
3
20
1
1

Actual
2007-08

Budgeted
2008-09

Establishment

4,070,308

4,688,922

4,769,807

6,900,000

POL
Repair &
Replacement

300,100

238,343

386,463

300,000

88,672

628,696

286,130

200,000

4,459,080

5,555,961

5,442,400

7,400,000

Total

Needs
·

TMA needs additional wheel barrows to collect primary solid waste from
households and streets.
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·
·
·

Proper secondary points need to be developed for secondary collection to utilize
the collection machinery and increase its efficiency.
Waste is dumped inside the city creating unhygienic condition, therefore; a proper
landfill site should be developed to dispose of solid waste.
At least, seven 5.5 acre of land is required to serve the town for next 20 years; for
proper disposal of solid wastes.

4.6 FIRE FIGHTING
There is no separate fire station in Sarai Alamgir, a small
room acts as a fire fighting office and store in TMA office.
There is no shed/garage for fire vehicle and it parked in
open space.
The vehicle and equipment available with TMA include one
fire engines with 200 litres capacity which is in very bad
condition Its need complete over-haul and repair. Its very old
model and replacement would be a better option. There is
only one fire refill point near Fawara Chowk. It is connected with tube well located at that
point.

4.6.1 Manpower and Machinery
S.N
o
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designation

Posts

Fire officer
Fire engine driver
Fireman
Head fireman
Total

7
1
8

Manpower of fire fighting department is not in good position position of fire officer is
lying vacant and there are seven firemen. Drivers in the fire fighting section and fire
engines are driven by work charge personnel from other sections of TMA. Details of
staff position is given in table
The under mentioned fire equipment is available with TMA at present:
Detail of Available Fire Equipment

Sr.
Description
1 Helmet Plastic
2 Fireman axe
Delivery hose pipe 2.5” dia with
3
coupling
4 Suction hose pipe 4” dia
5 Foam compressed 3%
6 Delivery Hose pipe 2.5” dia
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Qty
6
4
4
1
100 litres
600’
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2

Suction Hose pipe armored 4”
dia
Foam brass pipe
Fire Extinguisher
Rscue bag 30’
Jet nozzles, Brass 2.5” dia
Gum boots size
Coupling set 2.5 “ dia brass
complete
Jet Nozzle (Brass 2.5 “)
bailcha
kassi
stretcher
Emergency electric light

20’
1
4
1
4
2
3
1
1
1
2

Detail of Fire Incidences
Year

No. of Fire
Incidences
6
22
11
20

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

Most of the fire incidences occurred in the vicinity of maximum 25 kilometers diameter.
These incidences took place in shops and house kitchens. The incidents for the year
2007-08

3

Overall situation of Fire Fighting Arrangements

The overall situation of fire arrangements is un satisfactory in Sarai Alamgir. There is no
proper office building, rather a small room which has now been used as store.

4.6.4 Needs & Requirements of Fire Fighting Arrangements
Fire engine needs to be replaced with a new one immediately along with the requisite
equipment. Staff is not sufficient.
O & M Charges
Sub-Heads
Establishment
POL
Repair &

Actual
2005-06
675,094
21,549
8,023

Actual
2006-07
742,000
32,016
107,890
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Actual
2007-08
758,700
26,622
18,290

Budgeted
2008-09
874,000
85,000
65,000
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Replacement
Total

704,666

881,906

803,612

1,024,000

4.7 PARKS
Sarai Alamgir has a small park on the bank of Lower Jhelum Canal off Mandi Bahuddin
Road near the By Pass. It has recently been built. Only one TMA employee looks after
this small park. TMA is expecting to improve facilities on this site.
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CHAPTER 5

WORKSHOP ON VISIONING AND PRIORITIZATION
OF DEVELOPMENT SECTORS

Once the data was analyzed for all the sectors it provided with an understanding of the
existing situation. The next step was to develop a vision for the development of the
town. This establishes immediate priorities in order to achieve the desired objectives.
For this purpose all the stake holders were formally gathered under one umbrella to
agree a shared vision about the town.
The following methodology was adopted for the prioritization process.

5.1

Pre-Workshop Consultations

PMDFC held meeting with Tehsil Nazim to discuss and finalize the workshop
methodology. The purpose was to develop a common understanding and build
consensus about the workshop methodology and the proposed projects. The Tehsil
Nazim was requested to invite the participants for workshop and make available
suitable venue for it.
PMDFC briefed how the workshop would proceed, including details about formation of
groups, inter-sector prioritization (i.e. roads vs water supply vs sewerage etc.), followed
by intra-sector prioritization, e.g. in case of roads sector, individual road projects for the
whole town were prioritized.

5.2

Workshop Proceedings

5.2.1 General
The work shop was held on 26th December, 08. It commenced at 10:00 am and was
concluded at around 12:00 p.m.

5.2.2 Workshop Participants
The number of participants was 40. The stake holders were mainly the representatives
of the Tehsil Council and Union Naib Nazims, from urban UCs of TMA.
List of participants is appended at the end of this report.

5.2.3 The Session
The workshop was formally started in which a presentation was given by PMDFC on the
existing situation of the different sectors of the town. The presentation gave a
comprehensive account of water supply, sewerage, solid waste management, roads
etc indetail with pictorial view of the services. The problems with the existing condition
of the infrastructure were highlighted.
The Nazim confirmed the improvements needed in sectors identified by PMDFC, in his
address to the workshop. He was keen to take up the most pressing issue of the town
i.e sewerage through PMDFC. He assured his full support for accomplishing this
36
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project. He briefed the workshop participants for his efforts for seeking funds from
different departments and organizations for infrastructure development.

5.2.4 Group Formation
The participants were divided into 5 groups at random, but it was ensured that people
form same UC may not be included in the same group.
Each group was given a list of sectors i.e. roads, water supply, sewerage etc. They
were to label their priority before each sector e.g. if they thought water supply was the
most important problem of the town they were to assign 1 before water supply and so
on.
The results of the Inter sector prioritization were entered into a ‘priority matrix’. In this
matrix, the group-wise sector priorities were entered as assigned by the group
members. Based on the frequency of responses and relative weightage determined,
the sector prioritization was finalized

5.3

Prioritized List of Projects

Thus a prioritized list of projects was developed for TMA Sarai Alamgir, as shown
below:
Prioritized Projects
Sectors
Roads/street lights
SWM
Sewerage

Priority
1
2
3

Water supply

4

Fire fighting

5

Parks

6

Sub Projects
Improvement of roads
Improvement of SWM
Improvement/Extension
of
Sewerage
Development of Water supply
Network
Improvement of Fire Fighting
System
Improvement of parks

The Planning process adopted rules out the selection of projects at random or
biasness, rather it reflects the ground realities and is demand driven. If the projects are
not need based, they are not sustainable for long period of time and become redundant
without any benefit to the community or the user. Even if such projects survive, they
benefit only a specific group of people. It is therefore important for Infrastructure projects
to be need based and both beneficial to and acceptable to the community. To make it
mandatory, the involvement of stakeholders was ensured at all stages of planning,
including the process of prioritization of the development projects.
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5.4

Prioritized List of Sectors

Thus a prioritized list of projects was developed for TMA Sarai alamgir, as shown
below:
Sectors
Roads
Solid
management
Sewerage
Water supply
Fire fighting
Parks

Priority
1
waste
2
3
4
5
6

The prioritization process calls for the road map for the allocation of resources for the
TMA. It is important to mention here that in Sarai Alamgir, sewerage was one of the
most important problems of the town.
The Planning process adopted rules out the selection of projects at random or
biasness, rather it reflects the ground realities and is demand driven. If the projects are
not need based, they are not sustainable for long period of time and become redundant
without any benefit to the community or the user. Even if such projects survive, they
benefit only a specific group of people. It is therefore important for Infrastructure projects
to be need based and both beneficial to and acceptable to the community. To make it
mandatory, the involvement of stakeholders was ensured at all stages of planning,
including the process of prioritization of the development projects.
After the identification of sectors in the visioning workshop and assessing the options,
the next step Is to finalize the strategy and Action plans
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

NSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS

Capacity Building at TMA

Field visit of TMA Sarai Alamgir reveals that there is a dearth of I.T skills in the TMA.
The staff in Engineering, Finance, Planning and Regulation offices can perform better
through effective I.T. training. PMDFC is of the view that I.T training for TMA staff will be
an important step towards the computerization of office records and will result in
efficient office automation systems. Analysis of data will become easy and errors in
record keeping would decrease to a considerable extent. Moreover, I.T skills are also
essential for PMSIP interventions like Financial Management System, Complaint
Tracking System etc.
PMDFC aims to develop the human resource base of its partner TMAs and considers
improvement in service delivery inconceivable without a strong human resource base.
TMA staff with right skills set can be expected to provide timely, cost-effective and
reliable services to citizens.
In view of the above and on the request of TMA Sarai Alamgir for basic computer
training for its staff, PMDFC will fund computer training for the following TMA staff, at a
local Computer Training Institute:
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6.2

Name of Trainee
Zafar Mahmood Gondal
Rana Rashid Ahmad
Fatama Masood
Malik Sajid Mahmood
Tariq Mahmood
M. Khalid Sajjad
Talat Rashid
Ghulam Farid
Saghir Ahmad
Abaid Hamid

Designation
TMO
TO (F)
TO (P&C)
Chief Officer
Sub Engineer
Sub Enginner (TO P&C)
Accounts Clerk
Junior Clerk
Junior Clerk
Draftsman

Performance Management System

PMDFC is introducing Performance Management System in Year – II TMAs. Field

assessment of the TMA reveals that data exists in rudimentary form regarding
performance indicators on municipal services like water supply, solid waste, street
lights and sewerage. However, there is lack of data tracking, updation and reporting
culture.
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6.3

Financial Management System

FINANCIAL COMPONENT
Law requires that no Local Government can pass a deficit budget. The intention is to provide
built-in mechanism for fiscal efficiency. This constraint forces a Local Government to either
raise revenue or to economize in expenditure or to do both. In general a local government
has to maintain within its fiscal limits.
TMA staff is conversant with the budget formulation process but relies predominantly on the
historical data for future projections. Monitoring committees are operative and audit is being
conducted regularly.
A trend of (OSR) to total revenue is captured in the following table:
Source
Own
Source
Revenue
Govt. Grants
Total

Source
Own
Source
Revenue
Govt. Grants

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

41,940,187

29,615,515

41,799,426

113,355,128

62%

18,340,000

26,202,000

26,060,000

70,602,000

38%

60,280,187

55,817,515

67,859,426

183,957,128

100%

2005-06

2006-07

2004-05
70%

53%

62%

30%

47%

38%

Cumulative

Following ratio of own source revenue to total revenue can be calculated from the above
data.
Source

2004-05

2005-06
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2006-07

Cumulative
for 3 years
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Ratio I =
OSR/TOTAL REV

70%

53%

62%

62%

Ratio of Own Source Revenue (OSR) to total revenue went down in 2005-06 and went back
up in 2006-07. This fluctuation was due to an increase in Government Grants in 2005-06
and a sharp decrease in OSR of TMA Sarai Alamgir. In 2006-07 OSR rebounded and went
back up to the level of 2004-05. In 2004-05 OSR was 70% in 2005-06 it was 53%, and in
2006-07 it was 62%.
From the above data we can see clearly a sharp decrease in the OSR of the TMA in the year
2005-06. In absolute terms OSR was Rs. 41m, 29m and 41m in FY 2004-05, 2005-06 and
2006-07 respectively. From the above data we can see that overall TMA Sarai Alamgir is
relying less on the Government Grants and is striving to increase its OSR which shows
fiscal efficiency. Rent of shops and Building, Cattle Mandi, Adda and Parking Fee,
Advertisement Fee, and Tax on Transfer of Immovable Property (TTIP) are the strong areas
in which Gojra is showing an increase in its revenue over the years.
Following table shows comparitive analysis in the development and non-development
expenditures over the years.
BUDGET
ESTIMATES

2004-05

Current Expenditures

2005-06

2006-07

20,463,700

24,729,000

25,546,000

70,738,700

27%

Developm ent
Expenditures

65,187,000

57,083,000

72,946,000

195,216,000

73%

Total Expenditures

85,650,700

81,812,000

98,492,000

265,954,700

100%
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ACTUAL
EXPENDITURES
Current Expenditures
Developm ent
Expenditures
Total Expenditures
Ratio II =
D.EXP/D.BUDGET
Source
DEV

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

18,945,687

16,065,920

20,192,659

55,204,266

31%

48,099,176

28,507,921

45,285,447

121,892,544

69%

67,044,863

44,573,841

65,478,106

177,096,810

100%

2005-06

2006-07

2004-05
74%

50%

Cumulative

62%

From the table above it is evident that TMA Sarai Alamgir is within
its budget estimates for current expenditures for the Years
2004-05, 2005-06, and 2006-07. Keeping non-development
expenditures within budget estimates show a great strength on
TMA's part. These funds can be used for other purposes as well
such as O&M and other development schemes. As far as
development expenditures are concerned, TMA utilized about 74%
of its development expenditures from the budgeted amount. This
shows that TMA is utilizing its funds properly and runing its
development schemes as per plans.
From the above data performance of TMA regarding development
expenditure can be studied against budgeted allocation for the
same.

Source

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

Cumulative
for 3 years
Ratio II = DEV.
EXP/DEV. BUDG

74%

50%
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Annex – A
TMA Roads in Sarai Alamgir
S r.
No

Type
of

Name

Chapper
Road

Starting
Point
Chapper
Phatik

Ending
Point
Aurangabad

Road
1.

M

Location

Length

Right
of

Paved
Width

Way

S urfac
e

S urface
Conditio

S treet
Light

Type

n

(Yes/No)

Drainage

5412

30

16

TST

Bad

yes

yes

2.

S

M ahey Road

G.T Road

M ahey
Kass

2952

30

16

TST

Bad

Yes

Yes

3.

S

Allama Iqbal
Rd.

G.T Road

M ahey
Kass

4592

30

10

TST

Fair

Yes

Yes

4.

M

Old G.T
Road.

Fawara
Chowk

Old River
Bridge

3700

60

30

TST

Bad

Yes

Yes

5.

M

Aurangabad
Road

Khanda
Chowk

Aurangabad

3610

30

14

TST

Poor

Yes

Yes

Girls College
Khanda
Noor Alam
7555
Road
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30

16

TST

½ Poor

Yes

Yes

6.
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Remarks

M ain road of Chapper
residential area. It is a
commercial road. Surface needs
repair.
Passes through high density
residential area of M ohallah
shaheedan and culminates at
M ohallah Ghose azam near
M ahae kas, It provides access
to M ilitary college.It has
commercial activity along its
sides. It has potholes in the
surface and needs major repair.
It traverses the residential area
of Fizan –e- madina,passes
through the abadi of mohallah
eid gah and culminates at
M ahae Kass.It is a commercial
road.
This road runs parallel to
railway line.M ain Chapper
Phatak is along this road.
Katchi abadi lies along this
road. Some commercial shops
are located at the beginning of
the road.
It passes through high density
residential area of the town:
Hafizabad, M ehboobabad, Haji
badardin, Naqsbandi.it a
commercial road.
Long road aligned in the eastern
direction. Passes through the

Chowk

Abad

7.

M

Hospital
Road

O.H.R

Aurang
Abad
Chowk

2135

30

16

TST

½ Poor

Yes

Yes

8.

S

Slaughter
House Road

Old G.T

Slaughter

1160

30

10

TST

Poor

Yes

Yes

Road.

House

9.

M

Thon Road

M ilitry
College

Cause Way

1640

20

10

TST

½ Poor

Yes

Yes

10.

S

Kotian Road

Kotian

1350

16

10

TST

Poor

Yes

Yes

11.

S

Sport Center

Aurang
Abad
Chock
Chak
Ghania

Bostan

2500

16

12

TST

Poor

Yes

Yes

Road

residential areas of Ganjbakhsh.
Institutional areas like schools
and college are located on this
road. After passing through
Islam pura it culminates at
Noor alam abad. It is a
commercial road.
It is a main road of Islam pura
and Hafizabad residential areas.
It is northwards aligned and
culminates at Aurangabad
chowk. It is a commercial road.
Small road passes through
Katchabadi. It has potholes and
eroded surface at various
points. It crosses Badshai road
before ending at slaughterhouse.
It is a commercial road.
Small road passes through
military college, Rasib colony
and dara sabri. It needs major
repair of surface.
Small road in the north of town
that serves Kotian residential
area. Needs major repair.
It originates from Auragabad
road. Aligns in the North
passes through sports center. It
runs through the abadies of
Chappran and Chak Ghania.

M anzal

C.) Important Chowks/Crossroads and Traffic Signals

Chowk No.
1.

Name of Chowk
Khanda Chowk

1
M ain Bazar
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ROADS CROSSING
2
3
Railway Road

Girls College Road

4
Aurang Abad Road

Traffic Signal
Yes /No
No

2.

Aurangabad Chowk

Chapper Road

Kotian Road

Hospital Road

Shammas Abad Road

3.

Fawara Chowk

Old G.T Road

To Lahore

To Islamabad

Allama Iqbal Road
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No

No

Annex-B
Details of Street Lights
Sr.
No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name of Road/Street

No.of Lights

Old G.T Road .
Chapper Road.
Shamas Abad Road.
Hapital Road with
Moh.Noor Alam Abad.
Khanda Chowk To Ghirls
College.
Khanda Chowk to Aurang
Abad Road.
Kabrastan Road.
Main Bazar.
Railway Phatak to Rajar
Kalan.
Mahay Road-Thoon-Fadder
Colony.
Allama Iqbal Road.

17
23
11
25

Total

262

Nos. of
Transformers
owned by TMA
Nos.
1
1

KVA
100
50

1

100

13
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Yes

22

Yes

16
6
35

Yes
Yes
Yes

55
39
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Separate
Conductor
Owned by
TMA
Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes

1

50

Yes
Yes

Annex-C
Tube wells
Designed
Tube
Well
No.

TW-01
TW-02
TW-03
TW-04
TW-05

Location

Near Fawara
Chowk
Islam Pura
Near Sports
Club
Mohe Road
Moh Abu
Bakr (Mir
Pur Road)

Capacity
Cusec

Present
Working
Hours

Tube
Well
Depth
Ft

Year Of
Installation

Operational Status/Remarks

0.5
1

8
8

450
300

1985
1990

Working but very old (Yellow
Material coming out) Tube well has
started Sand Blowing
Working

1
1

8
8

350
350

2002
2002

Working, (Donated by District Govt.)
Working

1

-

350

2007

Not Connected at yet (PDSSP
Scheme)

Present Production Capacity based on designed discharge
Designed
Capacity
Cusec

Present
Working
Hours

Water Production/Day
(Gallons)

0.5

8

90,000

Thou Road, Moh
Hafizabad, Part Of Moh
Sheikhan

1

8

180,000

Kotian, Chappar,
Islampura, Orangabad,
Moh Sheikhan

1

8

180,000

Mohe Road

1

8

180,000

Tube
Well
No.

Location

TW-01

Near
Fawara
Chowk

Kotian, Shamsabad

TW-02

Islam
Pura

TW-03
TW-04

TW-05

Near
Sports
Club
Mohe
Road
Moh
Abu Bakr
, Rajar
(Mir Pur
Road)

Served Areas

Moh Abu Bakr (Mir Pur
Road)

1
0
Total Water Production =
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630,000
0.63 MGD

Annex- D
SWM Collection Points
Sr.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Containers
Orangabad Chowk
Kotlian Graveyard
Orangabad Chapra Road
Orandabad Near Darbar
Near Primary School
Moh Islampura
Degree Collage
Pulli Anwar Geneshi
Dr. Majeed Hospital
Iqbal Mandi
Rendenne Talea
Raja Kalan
Near No.6 Galli
Near HBC
Mahae Road
Sports Center
Pond Haji Ashraf
Bus Stop
Out of Order
Magrasi Graveyard Road
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Sr.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Collection Points Open
Chapran Road
Orangabad Road near Manjoor
Shah
Naqih Bandi Road
Qaid-e-Millat School
Degree Collage
Colony Canal
Chapran Phatal
Chapran Phatal
National Bank
Raja Baja 2
Primary School
Fethe Colony
Mahar Road Near SPO
Mahe Chowk
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